The YoGen Charger for Life launched by MobileFun !
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Mobile Fun (http://www.mobilefun.co.uk), the online retailer of Mobile Phones and Accessories announces
the launch of the YoGen charger for life (http://www.mobilefun.co.uk/yogen-charger-for-life-p22748.htm),
the only emergency charger you need ever buy. (Dec 15th) In stock and ready to buy at £29.95.
Unlike other emergency chargers, the YoGen (http://www.mobilefun.co.uk/cat/Yogen.htm ) has the same
output as the average wall charger, so one minute of effort with the YoGen charges a mobile device as if
it had been plugged into the mains for a minute. The YoGen can be used anywhere, miles from an electrical
socket, so it can be taken camping, whilst travelling abroad or kept in the car, just in case.
Windup chargers can jam whereas the YoGen works with a ripcord and flywheel mechanism, like on a
lawnmower. It harnesses the green principle of turning kinetic energy into electrical power, and uses a
patented mechanism that means a few pulls on the cord revives a depleted battery.
Not just for mobile phones, the YoGen comes with a variety of tips which will allow it to connect with
most mobile devices; iPods, Bluetooth headsets, digital cameras, PDAs, navigation units, MP3s, and
portable gaming systems. There is even a version for iPhones, the YoGen charger for life iPhone emergency
charger (http://www.mobilefun.co.uk/yogen-charger-p22747.htm ) which has the iPhone and iPod charger tip
and mini USB included. No other mechanical charger can work as well with the power demands of the iPhone
range.
MobileFun has the first UK stock available and thanks to positive press reviews has been taking orders
since December 10th. There are several review units left for accredited journalists and blog writers to
test.
Jazz Singh, Product Manager for Mobile Fun states,
“At last a green, emergency charging and eco-power device that we in the UK can use on a cloudy day”
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About Mobile Fun
Based in Birmingham MobileFun.co.uk is the UK’s biggest online retailer of Mobile Accessories
(http://www.mobilefun.co.uk), Mobile Phones, Ringtones and Mobile Java Games.
Mobile Fun was ranked as the UK’s 7th Fastest Growing Technology Based Company in the Sunday Times 2006
Microsoft Tech Track 100 .
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